Problem of Tires Vital for Trucks

Firestone "Giant" Solves Difficulty, Says Dealer.

THEIR EFFICIENCY PROVED

Scientifically Designed Tires Meet Every Transportation Need in Heavy Trucking Work.

"The secret of the Firestone Giant tire is in striking the proper balance between quality and construction," says C. L. Boss, Portland business owner, in his latest annual report to shareholders in the manufacture of Firestone tires. "This tire is designed to meet the needs of every type of transportation. It is constructed to give you the best possible wear and performance at the lowest cost."

C. L. Boss Automobile Co.
615-617 Washington St.
Portland

Chevrolet Truck Here

NEW MOTOR WAGON HAS VALVE-IN-HEAD ENGINE.

One-Year Vehicle Received by Regner & Fields Also Has Heater and Electric Lights.

Regner & Fields, local distributors of the Chevrolet, have received a model of the new Motor Wagon at their store, 84 South Broadway. The new model, which is similar to the old one, is equipped with a garage symbol on the front, and the name of the company is inscribed on the door. The car is powered by a four-cylinder engine, and the transmission is automatic. It has a riding height of six inches, and the front wheels are eight inches in diameter. The car is equipped with a pack of batteries, and the engine is air-cooled.

New Car Owners in County.

Two New Car Owners in County.

Two new car owners in the county, W. A. and W. B., have received their cars from Regner & Fields. W. A. owns a Ford, and W. B. owns a Chevrolet. The Ford is equipped with a four-cylinder engine, and the Chevrolet is equipped with a six-cylinder engine.

THROWING OUT CLUTCH BAD

Better in Four Gear Lover in Timid When Country. When county down a long hill is more of a problem than a pleasure, the Timid Wear makes it easier for the driver. The clutch is designed to give a smooth, even pull, and the radius of the lever is adjustable to fit the driver's hand. The Timid Wear is available in all makes of cars, and is now being tested in many parts of the country.

Daniels Sales Agency
84 South Broadway
Opposite Benson Hotel
Phone Broadway 2994

Fulton Truck

Economize!
—with "Triple-Heated" Gas

FULTON Motor Trucks out-economize other trucks of similar carrying capacity. They average twelve to fourteen miles per gallon—in many cases even better than that.

This is due primarily to the fact that FULTON gas is "triple-heated" instead of just heated as in other motor vehicles. Every ounce of fuel energy is turned into useful driving power.

FULTON rear axle construction, scientific distribution of weight and long springs economize wonderfully on tires, and combined with a low center of gravity permit greater speed than ordinarily—economizing on driving time. Economy is vital now—economy of every kind. Are you applying it to your transportation? FULTON trucks are helping the nation by doing more than their share of the saving.

All of our resources, all of our energy and skill have been devoted to the development and perfection of this one model, a ton and a half truck. And we are the largest exclusive builders in the country of trucks of this capacity. FULTON first cost and maintenance costs are so low and FULTON service so exceptional that the FULTON one-and-a-half-ton truck is qualified to handle 90 per cent of the delivery problems to economical advantage. Price $1850 f.o.b. Farmingdale, L.I.

THE CHEVROLET
ONE-TON TRUCK

WORM DRIVE

is now ready for immediate deliveries—on display at our salesrooms. Built for uninterrupted service with capacity loads.

Fully equipped with self-starter and electric lights.
Either express body or chassis.

Chevrolet commercial light delivery cars are making good with scores of Portland firms. It's a money-maker for the merchant.

ON DISPLAY NOW—WILL DEMONSTRATE

Regner & Fields
12 Grand Avenue
At East Burnside

Samson Tractors

Closing Out Line at Sacrifice Price

I have four of these tractors, absolutely new—never been used, also some other tractors for sale, which I will sell for far less than wholesale cost.

Samson Tractors

have been a success for 16 years, therefore you take no chance.

E. J. Allen

DEALER

Woodburn, O.